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Reenactment of the siege of Badajoz 1811
Saturday 26/03/2022.
Part I
.- 17:00 h: Officers briefing and confirmation of the battle plan. Regiment Distribution and
Deployment Plan. Place: Staff tent, recreation camp.
.- 17:30 h: Troop briefing: “La Legión” park. Parade to the recreation area.

.- 18:00 h: Arrival of the troops at Puerta del Pilar. Parading from the meeting point (“La
Legión” park) through “Parque de los Sitios”, Estadium Street forming the Spanish Troops in
the esplanade of “Salto del Caballo”, (1) the French Troops(1) return to Estadium Street with
Hermanos Merino St. behind the bastion(2). British troops remain on the esplanade.
The narrator begins the history of the siege.

.-Entrance to Badajoz of General Menacho, greeting and raving to the troops, cheering.
Entrance through Puerta del Pilar followed by the Spanish troops. (2)The reenactors take their
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places on the walls and Puerta Pilar up to the bastion of San Roque The stage in front of the
stretch of wall will be empty. The narrator continues telling the history of the siege.
.- Arrival of the French troops advancing from Estadium Street to the cannon park in front of
the wall. The French send a parliamentarian with a white flag; Menacho receives them at
Puerta del Pilar-esplanade. They urge him to surrender the square, he refuses, the French
emissary withdraws. The French set up the artillery and take position.

II Part
.- Beginning of the battle: Artillery duel, the French start firing, counterattack from the wall,
several salvos.
Menacho on the wall, gives the order for the Spaniards to leave through Puerta Pilar. The
narrator continues telling the history of the siege.
Departure of Spanish troops, attack on French artillery positions, combat with French infantry.
Several attacks until the retreat of the Spanish troops to the wall.
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Part III

.-Another artillery duel, and at the same time a fusillade, General Menacho is wounded on the
wall, reenactment of his rescue and death behind Puerta Pilar . Meanwhile the narrator
continues with his explanation, telling of the death of the general.
Menacho dead, another Spanish officer with a white flag presents himself to the French to
capitulate. Departure of the garrison parading in front of the enemy until the end of the
Cannon Park and capitulation.
Entry of the French troops/officers through the gate of Pilar and the change of flag on the
stretch of wall.
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Part IV

.- Reenactment of the forthcoming Allied sieges of 1811
After the capitulation, the Spanish troops march to the esplanade of the bastion, on the corner
with Hermanos Merino St. Rendezvous with the British troops. The narrator begins to chronicle
the following unsuccessful sieges.

.-Allied troops advance towards the Puerta Pilar. The French troops come out to face them.
.- Successive battles with advances and retreats in the park up to Puerta Pilar.

.- Retreat of the French troops behind Puerta Pilar. Retreat of allied troops to the bastion,
Estadium street.

.-End of the battles, departure of the French troops, arrival of the allied forces and troop
gathering on the esplanade of the park. Breaking of ranks. Contact with the audience.

The green lines correspond to the places that must be roped off, designating the area for the
audience.
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Reenactment of the Siege of Badajoz 1812.
Sunday 27/03/2022.
Part I
.- 11:00 h: Officers briefing and confirmation of the battle plan. Regiment Distribution and
Deployment Plan.
.- 11:30 h: Troop briefing: “La Legión” park. Traveling to the battlefield through the “Parque de
los Sitios”.

.- 12:00 h: Arrival of the troops to “Parque de los Sitios” and Rivilla St. forming the Allied
Troops in the park under the bastion of La Trinidad, the French Troops will be arranged at the
wall, Ronda del Pilar and bastion of Trinidad.
The narrator begins to tell the history of the siege of 1812.
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Advance of the allied troops towards the breach in the wall at Rivilla Street. Placement of
Allied artillery in the park and Rivilla street.

Start of fierce artillery duel, large number of shots from the allied positions to reenact the
breach in the wall. Minor response from the French artillery.

II Part
Allied infantry advance into the breach. During the advance, successive firing squads from both
sides.
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Successive assaults by the allies, rejected several times, with high numbers of casualties, which
are collected during each retreat.
The narrator explains the harshness of the assault and the severe loss of life.

Part III
Fall of the wall (haystack props), opening of the breach. Assault by the allied troops. Many
casualties.
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Takeover of the breach, fall or capture of the French troops, entry of the allied forces and
recapture of the city. Raising of the Allied flags.

The narrator finishes the narration and invites the audience to take part in the last act of the
recreation: Tribute to the fallen and innocent victims of Badajoz.
Formation of the troops at the breach and parade to the Obelisk of the Sieges of Badajoz
(Parque de los Sitios).
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Final act of tribute, placement of wreaths to the fallen of each of the armies and bouquet to
the civilians who suffered the plundering.
Music plays to the fallen-Hymns or Songs. Riffle salute. Final review of troops and weapons.
Parade through “Parque de los Sitios” to the encampment in “La Legión” park. End of the
Reenactment.
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